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1. Guidance for Competitive Examinations: 

MGMCET regularly conducts Personality Development Programme which enhances 

the IQ level and communication skills of the participants. The college also invites Guest 

Speakers from the industry that provides regional and global employment opportunities for 

the students. 

About the Competitive Examinations, the students are being continuously motivated 

and informed by faculty members. A good number of our students are appearing for 

examinations such asUGC-CSIR- NET, UGC-NET, SLET, ATE /CAT /GRE /TOFEL 

/GMAT /Central /State services, Defence, Civil Services, etc. The regular coaching classes 

are not conducted but there is a sufficientnumber of books available in our library, for 

example, 1. Barons TOEFL material,Cambridgepreparation for the TOEFL test 2. R.S 

Agarwal books for quantitative aptitude. Some books are available for GATE preparation. 

Help is also provided by the Teachers , expert person from Industry , GATE club, to identify 

the programs and institutes where they can apply for the preparation of such examination. 

 

2. Career Counseling: 

MGMCET has a career counseling and guidance cell. The teacher in charge is available 

round the clock to the students. The counseling cell makes adequate arrangement for the 

guidance of the students during the time of the admission. This counselling cell also 

motivates final year students and provides sufficient help to choose career options. The 

choice of the career and the doubts of the students listen very carefully and the solutions of 

the problems are provided. The motto of the cell is to provide the different types of career 

options after BE program (GATE, GRE, TOFEL, PSUs Central /State Services, Defence, 

Civil Services,…etc). Details of the cell members are given as follows. Workshops, SKEP 

lecture , HR lectures  and  others various seminars are being  arranged for students grooming.  

3. Soft Skill Development: 

Soft skills are a cluster of productive personality traits that characterize one's 

relationships in a milieu. These skills can include social graces, communication 

abilities, language skills, personal habits, cognitive or emotional empathy, time management, 

teamwork and leadership traits, these are very important for thestudent to handle real-world 

issues. MGMCET is connected to My Insta Link and Profound  and these organization is 

giving soft skills training to our students. 
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                                                              Soft Skill Training 

 

4. Remedial Coaching:  

 Through in semester assessment, lab session and interaction during the lecture, slow 

learners are identified. Performance enhancement for slow learners who are at risk of failure 

and dropouts, every sem. extra remedial lectures and lab sessions are conducted. These 

learners are asked to discuss the problems personally with the faculty during extra lectures. 

Subject’s teachers ask such students to sit on the front benches. Not only this but also extra 

lectures are conducted for direct second year students so that they can cope up with the 

regular students. Remedial lectures are being conducted by expert internal faculty members. 

5. Language Lab :  

MGMCET has Language Laboratory since 2010. It is playing an important role in the 

developing relevant modules in the specialized areas such as English Language Teaching and 

Learning, Developing Proficiency in basic and Professional skills in English, Spoken English, 

English for Special Purposes and Technical writing and Research Documentation.  

The Laboratory is now aiming at projecting itself as a Centre for Training and 

Developing Human Resource. It introduced two specialized courses in developing 

Proficiency in Basic English Skills and Professional Communication Skills for the college 

staff and students.  For example, an assignment on 'Listening Comprehension' was developed, 

which was conducted in Language Lab. Students were supposed to listen to an audio and 

answer the questions based on that audio. Also, these students were taken to language lab to 

practice correct pronunciation of English words with the help of ETNL Software.  It is aplan 
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to convert this lab into its own a Library-cum-Media Centre, an Audio-Visual Room and a 

Group Discussion room for conducting the specialized courses smoothly. 

 

6. Bridge Courses: 

MGMCET is making constant efforts towards the growth and development of 

students as future technocrats, by providing ample opportunities for industry interactions to 

bridge the gap between academics and industry requirements. In persistence with this pursuit, 

MGMCET signed an agreement with Microsoft to set up the Microsoft IT Academy 

(MSITA) at its campus from November 2015.  The courses under MSITA are designed by 

Microsoft and are delivered by Microsoft Trained Trainers‘through Microsoft Delivery 

Partner ATS InfoTech P. Ltd.  The enrolled students will be exposed to the latest Microsoft 

Technologies that will enable them to be market ready thereby increasing their placement 

opportunities manifolds.   

The courses consisting of two levels of 50 hours each are focused on training the 

students on Microsoft leading technologies. Besides theory and lab sessions, each level 

comprises of project work based on Microsoft technologies. The course contents include C# 

language, Visual Studio, ADO.net, SQL Server, ASP.Net and other technologies. On 

completion of the level, the students are awarded participation certificates. The students can 

subsequently appear for Microsoft Global Certifications. The value addition beyond the 

curriculum promises to go a long way in promoting their careers in today‘s competitive job 

scenario. Not only this but also some others courses are being conducted who can reduce the 

gap between industry and syllabus such as “Gateway for Industry”.Apart from this Institute 

has also organised a National Level Workshop on Internet of Things in collaboration with IIT 

Bombay and also a workshop on MATLAB. Quick learner projects and mini projects are 

being assigned to students for fulfilling the gap between academics and Industry. 

7.  Yoga and Meditation: 

 Yoga is an invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. It embodies theunity of mind 

and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfillment; harmony between man and nature; a 

holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not about exercise but to discover the sense of 

oneness with you, the world, and nature. By changing our lifestyle and creating 

consciousness, it can help in well being. Let us work towards adopting an International Yoga 

Day. Therefore, MGMCET is associated with Yoga Vidya Niketan,Vashi and does practice 
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and celebrating the Yoga under the supervision of this organization. We have Yoga club 

which conducts Yoga session on each Wednesday during institutional slot. 

 

8. Personal Counseling: 

The students during the course of their studies in the college come across various issues. 

They are, at times, too immature to handle the problems. The college provides them personal 

counseling. They can share their problems with the teachers. The teacher concerned is very 

supportive in guiding them to solve their problems. The candidates at times come face to face 

with certain social issues or problems which tend to bring the inferiority complex in them. 

The teachers make it sure that no such deterioration happens with the psychosocial 

understanding of the students. They are counseled to become better human beings and 

advised to stand tall for the social cause. For this, there is a Mentor-Mentee scheme where 20 

students are assigned to each faculty member. After that if any students need special 

psychological counseling or any type of social counselingis also can be attended, the facility 

is available in the Institute, 
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